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Brand

image

Product

styling



What is

brand

image?



Brand image is the customer’s perception of your

brand based on their interactions. It can evolve over

time and doesn’t necessarily involve a customer

making a purchase or using your products and/or

services. Since customers can have a different

opinion of your brand, it’s important to work hard to

maintain a consistent brand image.

qualtrics.com





Why

brand

image is

important



Today, many consumers (especially millennials and Generation Z)

don’t buy your products simply because you have the best product,

but because of what you stand for. In fact, a Harvard Business

Review study found that 64% of consumers say that shared values is

the primary reason they have a relationship with a brand. That was

by and large the biggest driver, and only 13% cited frequent

interactions as the primary reason for a relationship. That means,

that while you must interact with your customers, the quality of your

interactions matters more than the quantity.

qualtrics.com



LET'S

TALK

ABOUT

YOUR

BRAND

IMAGE



WHAT DOES

YOUR BRAND

STAND FOR?

MISSION,

VISION,

VALUES?

WHO IS

YOUR

AUDIENCE?



What is

product

styling?



Product styling deals with combining colors

and materials that work well together. Styling

is about achieving a certain look to convey

brand image. 

This is why it's so important to know your brand image!



NOW FOR THE

FUN PART!



Who took which photo

on the next slide?

OR





Monochromatic or

white background

Simple props Natural lighting Placement

Product styling



 

What do you notice?



 

Background1.

Poster board

Trifold

Foam board

Wood

DIY using contact paper and stick

on backdrop



 

2. Simple props

Give idea of size

Ex. hand holding soap

Ex. micro-greens on sandwich



 

3. Natural lighting

Near window

Hourly testing

Turn off indoor lights

Use ring light or soft box



 

4. Placement

Shoot multiple angles to show details

Multiple uses





Phone

Photography





Portrait vs. Horizontal



Portrait Mode vs. Normal 



Flash vs. No Flash 



Editing












